(c) The application for modification, together with the examination, inspection, and test results prescribed by §28.10 shall be examined and evaluated by MSHA to determine if the proposed modification meets the requirements of this part.

(d) If the proposed modification meets the requirements of this part, a formal modification of approval will be issued, accompanied, where necessary, by reproductions of revised approval labels or markings.

Subpart D—Quality Control

§ 28.30 Quality control plans; filing requirements.

As a part of each application for approval or modification of approval submitted pursuant to this part, each applicant shall file with MSHA a proposed quality control plan which shall be designed to assure the quality of short-circuit protection provided by the fuse for which approval is sought.

§ 28.31 Quality control plans; contents.

(a) Each quality control plan shall contain provisions for the management of quality, including:

1. Requirements for the production of quality data and the use of quality control records;
2. Control of engineering drawings, documentations, and changes;
3. Control and calibration of measuring and test equipment;
4. Control of purchased material to include incoming inspection;
5. Lot identification, control of processes, manufacturing, fabrication, and assembly work conducted in the applicant’s plant;
6. Audit or final inspection of the completed product; and,
7. The organizational structure necessary to carry out these provisions.

(b) The sampling plan shall include a list of the characteristics to be tested by the applicant or his agent and shall include but not be limited to:

1. Continuity and/or resistance determination for each fuse;
2. Carry current capability (not less than 110 percent of the rated current); and,
3. Overload current interruption capability (not less than 135 percent of the rated current).

(d) The quality control inspection test method to be used by the applicant or his agent for each characteristic required to be tested shall be described in detail.

§ 28.32 Proposed quality control plans; approval by MSHA.

(a) Each proposed quality control plan submitted in accordance with this subpart shall be reviewed by MSHA to determine its effectiveness in insuring the quality of short-circuit protection provided by the fuse for which an approval is sought.

(b) If MSHA determines that the proposed quality control plan submitted by the applicant will not insure adequate quality control, MSHA shall require the applicant to modify the procedures and testing requirements of the plan prior to approval of the plan and issuance of any certificate of approval.

(c) Approved quality control plans shall constitute a part of and be incorporated into any certificate of approval issued by MSHA, and compliance with such plans by the applicant shall be a condition of approval.